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H∞ DESIGN OF PERIODICALLY NONUNIFORM
INTERPOLATION AND DECIMATION FOR
NON-BAND-LIMITED SIGNALS
MASAAKI NAGAHARA, MASAKI OGURA, AND YUTAKA YAMAMOTO
Abstract. In this paper, we consider signal interpolation of discrete-time sig-
nals which are decimated nonuniformly. A conventional interpolation method
is based on the sampling theorem, and the resulting system consists of an
ideal filter with complex-valued coefficients. While the conventional method
assumes band limitation of signals, we propose a new method by sampled-data
H
∞ optimization. By this method, we can remove the band-limiting assump-
tion and the optimal filter can be with real-valued coefficients. Moreover, we
show that without band-limited assumption, there can be the optimal deci-
mation patterns among ones with the same ratio. By examples, we show the
effectiveness of our method.
1. Introduction
Interpolation is a fundamental operation in digital signal processing, and has
many applications such as signal reconstruction, signal compression/expansion, and
resizing/rotating digital images [13, 2]. If digital data (discrete-time signals) to be
interpolated are spaced uniformly on the time axis, the uniform interpolation is
executed by an expander and a digital filter (called an interpolation filter) [13],
which is conventionally designed via the sampling theorem.
Periodically nonuniform interpolation (or decimation) also plays an important
role in signal processing, such as signal compression by nonuniform filterbanks
[8], super-resolution image processing [9], and time-interleaved AD converters [10].
The design has been studied by many researchers [14, 8, 15, 3, 4], in which the
design methods are based on the generalized sampling theorem, assuming that the
original signals to be sampled are band-limited below the Nyquist frequency. Then
the optimal filter (or the perfect reconstruction filter) is given by an ideal lowpass
filter with complex coefficients [14, 13]. Since the ideal filter cannot be realized,
approximation methods are also proposed; see in particular [14, 15].
On the other hand, real signals such as audio signals (esp. orchestral music)
violate the band-limiting assumption in the sampling theorem, that is, they have
some frequency components beyond the Nyquist frequency. In view of this, we have
to take account of the whole frequency range in designing interpolation systems.
For this purpose, sampled-data H∞ optimization [1, 6] is very adequate.
A similar philosophy has also been presented and proposed by Unser and co-
workers [12, 11]. This method is a generalization of Shannon sampling theory
intending to give a machinery that works for signals that are not necessarily per-
fectly band-limited. The method works well for those analog signals that belong
to a prespecified subspace, but not necessarily so for those that do not. It is even
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shown that their method can lead to an unstable reconstruction filter [7]. More-
over, the signal subspace is constructed by the linear span of a given generating
function, but it is not easy to identify the generating function in real applications.
On the other hand, our approach models the signal subspace in terms of analog
(continuous-time) frequency characteristics, which can easily be identified by mod-
eling a signal generator by physical laws or through the Fourier transform of real
signals.
The main objective of this paper is to propose a new design method for nonuni-
form interpolation via sampled-data H∞ optimization. This design problem is
formulated by minimizing the H∞ norm (L2-induced norm) of the error system
between the delayed original analog signals and the output of the reconstruction
system. Since this error system includes both continuous- and discrete-time sig-
nals (systems), the optimization is an infinite dimensional one. To convert this to
a finite dimensional optimization, we introduce the fast discretization method [1,
Chap. 8], [18]. By this method, the optimal interpolation filter can be obtained
by numerical computations. MATLAB codes for this optimization are available
through [20].
We also show in this paper that there are cases with the same decimation rates
but the optimal reconstruction performances can differ when the decimation pat-
terns are different. That is, the performance depends on the decimation pattern.
Note that this property cannot be captured via the sampling theorem.
The paper is organized as follows. We first define nonuniform decimation with
a decimation pattern in Section 2. We show that this definition includes the block
decimation introduced in [8]. In Section 3 we define nonuniform expanders and
formulate the interpolation problem using such an expander for non-band-limited
signals. A design procedure and implementation as a multirate filterbank are also
given in this section. In Section 4, we consider optimal decimation pattern analysis.
Section 5 shows design examples. In this section, we will show a result of our opti-
mization and compare it with a conventional design proposed in [14, 13]. Here we
will show our method is superior to the conventional method. Optimal decimation
patterns for several decimation ratios are also presented. Section 6 concludes our
result.
Notation
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation:
R, RM ,RM×N : the sets of real numbers, real valued column vectors of size
M , and M by N real valued matrices, respectively.
L2: the Lebesgue space consisting of all square integrable real functions.
z: the symbol for Z transform (the Z transform of the forward shift operator).
s: the symbol for Laplace transform (the Laplace transform of the differen-
tiator ddt ).
A⊤: the transpose of a matrix A.
IN : the N ×N identity matrix.
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blockdiag(A,B, . . . , C): a block-diagonal matrix of matrices A, B, . . ., C,
that is,
blockdiag(A,B, . . . , C) =

A
B
. . .
C
 .
[
A B
C D
]
: a state-space representation for a continuous-time system C(sI−
A)−1B +D or discrete-time one C(zI −A)−1B +D.
2. Nonuniform Decimation and Decimation Patterns
Let us consider the discrete-time signal x := {x0, x1, x2, . . .}. Then nonuniform
decimation by M := [1, 1, 0] (we call this a decimation pattern) is defined by
(↓M)x := {x0, x1, x3, x4, x6, . . .}. (1)
That is, we first divide the time axis into segments of length three (the number
of the elements in M), then, in each segment, retain the samples corresponding
to 1 in M and discard the samples corresponding to 0. We then define a general
nonuniform decimation with decimation pattern
M :=
[
b0 b1 . . . bM−1
]
, bi ∈ {0, 1}, (2)
where M is the number of elements in M. Let i1, i2, . . . , iN satisfying
0 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < iN ≤M − 1
be the indices of bi’s such that bi1 = · · · = biN = 1 where N is the number of ones
in M. Then for x = {x0, x1, . . .}, the nonuniform decimation is defined by
(↓M)x = {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiN , xM+i1 , xM+i2 , . . .} .
This definition includes the so-called block decimation [8], in which the first R1
samples of each segment of R2 samples are retained while the rest are discarded.
By our notation, the block decimation R2 : R1 is represented as ↓M with
M = [1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
R1
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
R2−R1
].
The decimation ratio of M is defined to be M/N . Note that since N ≤ M , the
ratio is always greater than or equal to 1. By our definition, the uniform decimator
↓M where M is a positive integer is represented as a special case of nonuniform
decimator
↓M =↓M, M = [1, 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M−1
],
with decimation ratio M .
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Figure 1. Nonuniform decimation and expansion (M = [1, 1, 0]):
original sequence x (above) and (↑M)(↓M)x (below).
3. Design of Interpolation Filter
3.1. Nonuniform Interpolation. To consider signal reconstruction from a nonuni-
formly decimated signal (↓ M)x, we define the nonuniform expander ↑ M. Let
M = [1, 1, 0]. Then we define (↑M)x for x = {x0, x1, . . .} by
(↑M)x := {x0, x1, 0, x2, x3, 0, x4, . . .}.
That is, we first divide the time axis into segments of length two (the number of
1’s in M), then insert 0’s into the position corresponding to 0’s in M. By this
definition, the uniform expander ↑M where M is a positive integer is represented
as a nonuniform expander
↑M =↑M, M = [1, 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M−1
].
Applying this to the decimated sequence (1), we have
v := (↑M)(↓M)x = {x0, x1, 0, x3, x4, 0, x6, . . .}.
The procedure is shown in Fig. 1. In general case of the decimation pattern (2),
the expansion is given by
v = (↑M)(↓M)x
= {b0x0, b1x1, . . . , bM−1xM−1, b0xM , b1xM+1, . . .}.
3.2. Polyphase Representation. The interpolation of a decimated signal is com-
pleted by filtering v = (↑ M)(↓ M)x by a digital filter K (see Fig. 2 (a)). The
decimation and interpolation process K(↑ M)(↓ M) is periodically time-varying.
To convert this equivalently to a linear time-invariant system, we introduce the
polyphase decomposition [13]. Let LM be the polyphase decomposition operator,
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↓M ↑M K
x yv
(a)
LM E K˜ L
−1
M
x y
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Nonuniform decimation and interpolation, (b)
polyphase representation of (a).
that is,
LM : {x0, x1, . . .} 7→


x0
x1
...
xM−1
 ,

xM
xM+1
...
x2M−1
 , . . .
 .
By this operator, the nonuniform decimator ↓M and expander ↑M can be repre-
sented as filterbanks.
Lemma 1. The following two equalities hold:
(1) ↓M = L−1N ELM ,
(2) ↑M = L−1M E
⊤LN ,
where E = [Eij ] is an N ×M matrix whose elements are defined as follows:
Eij =
{
1, (i, j) = (1, i1 + 1), (2, i2 + 1), . . . , (N, iN + 1),
0, otherwise.
Proof.
(1) For v = [v0, v1, . . . , vM−1]
⊤ ∈ RM we have
Ev = [vi1 , vi2 , . . . , viN ]
⊤ ∈ RN .
By using this, for any sequence x = {x0, x1, x2, . . . , } we have
ELMx = E


x0
x1
...
xM−1
 ,

xM
xM+1
...
x2M−1
 , . . .

=
E

x0
x1
...
xM−1
 , E

xM
xM+1
...
x2M−1
 , . . .

=


xi1
xi2
...
xiN
 ,

xM+i1
xM+i2
...
xM+iN
 , . . .
 .
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Therefore, for any x we have
L−1N ELMx = {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiN , xM+i1 , xM+i2 , . . . , xM+iN , . . .}
= (↓M)x.
That is, L−1N ELM =↓M.
(2) The matrix E can be represented by
E⊤ = [ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eiN ],
where
ei = [0, . . . , 0,
i+1
∨
1 , 0, . . . , 0]⊤ ∈ RM , i = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1.
By using this, for any vector of
w = [w0, w1, . . . , wN−1]
⊤ ∈ RN ,
we have
E⊤w = [ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eiN ]

w0
w1
...
wN−1

= ei1w0 + ei2w1 + · · ·+ eiNwN−1
= [0, . . . , 0,
i1+1
∨
w0 , 0, . . . , 0,
i2+1
∨
w1 , 0, . . . , 0,
iN+1
∨
wN−1, 0, . . . , 0]
⊤ ∈ RM .
By this property and the same computation as in the proof of ↓M, the
equality L−1M E
⊤LN =↑M can be proved.

For example, if M = [1, 1, 0] (M = 3, N = 2, i1 = 1, i2 = 2) then ↑M and ↓M
are represented as filterbanks shown in Fig.3. In this case, the matrix E is given
by
E =
[
1 0 0
0 1 0
]
.
By Lemma 1, we can represent the decimation and interpolation process K(↑
M)(↓M) by a polyphase decomposition. In fact, we have the following theorem
(see also Fig. 2).
Theorem 1. The following identity holds:
K(↑M)(↓M) = L−1M K˜ELM , (3)
where
K˜ := LMKL
−1
M E
⊤. (4)
Proof. By Lemma 1 and the identities L−1M LM = 1 and LNL
−1
N = IN (IN is the
N ×N identity matrix), we have
K(↑M)(↓M) = L−1M LMK
(
L−1M E
⊤LN
) (
L−1N ELM
)
= L−1M
(
LMKL
−1
M E
⊤
)
ELM
= L−1M K˜ELM .

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+
↓3 ↑2
↑2↓3z z−1
+
↓2 ↑3
↑3↓2z z−1
(a)
(b)
EL3
L−13 E
⊤
L−12
L2
Figure 3. Filterbank representation of (a) ↓M and (b) ↑M with
M = [1, 1, 0] (M = 3, N = 2).
By this theorem, we can easily see that K˜ is a linear time-invariant system with
M inputs and M outputs [1, Chap. 8], and K(↑M)(↓M) is M -periodic [5].
3.3. H∞ Optimal Interpolation for Non-Band-Limited Signals. We now
consider the signal space to which the original continuous-time signals before sam-
pling and decimation belong. Let h denote the sampling period. The nonuniform
sampling theory [14, 13] assumes this space as the band-limited subspace defined
by
BL :=
{
u ∈ L2 : supp uˆ ⊂ Ω(M/N)
}
,
where uˆ is the Fourier transform of u ∈ L2, and
Ω(M/N) :=
(
−
Npi
Mh
,
Npi
Mh
)
.
On the other hand, we consider another subspace of L2 which includes non-band-
limited signals, defined by
FL2 :=
{
u ∈ L2 : u = Fw, w ∈ L2
}
,
where F is a stable linear time-invariant continuous-time system whose transfer
function is finite-dimensional and strictly proper. This space is a model for the
signal subspace to which the input analog signals belong. A merit for this model
is that one can naturally and easily include the analog frequency characteristic in
the model via physical laws or executing Fourier transform of real signals. This
is an advantage over the generalized sampling theory [12, 11], in which the signal
subspace is modeled by the linear span of a given generating function.
Moreover, this subspace FL2 is essentially wider than BL. In fact, the following
lemma holds:
Lemma 2. Assume that F (jω) has no zeros in Ω(M/N). Then BL ⊂ FL2.
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F Sh LM E K˜ L
−1
M Hh
e−Ls
w
u
e
−
Figure 4. Error system Tew(K˜,M).
Proof. Let u ∈ BL. Define a function w such that
wˆ(jω) =
{
Fˆ (jω)−1uˆ(jω), if ω ∈ Ω(M/N),
0, if ω /∈ Ω(M/N).
Since u ∈ BL, uˆ(jω) = 0 if ω /∈ Ω(M/N), and hence we have uˆ(jω) = Fˆ (jω)wˆ(jω)
for all ω ∈ R, or u = Fw. Then we show that w ∈ L2. In fact, we have
‖w‖22 =
∫ ∞
0
|w(t)|2dt
=
1
2pi
∫
R
|wˆ(jω)|2dω
=
1
2pi
∫
Ω(M/N)
|Fˆ (jω)−1u(jω)|2dω
≤
1
2pi
‖u‖22
(
max
ω∈Ω(M/N)
∣∣∣Fˆ (jω)−1∣∣∣)2
=
1
2pi
‖u‖22
(
min
ω∈Ω(M/N)
∣∣∣Fˆ (jω)∣∣∣2)−1
<∞.
Therefore, we have u ∈ FL2. 
To consider signal reconstruction for non-band-limited signals in FL2, let us
consider the error system shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, F is a linear system
defining the signal space FL2. The block Sh represents the ideal sampler with
sampling period h, and Hh the zero-order hold with the same sampling period. The
delay e−Ls is a reconstruction delay. Then our optimization problem is formulated
as a sampled-data H∞ optimization. Let Tew(K˜,M) be the error system from the
continuous-time signal w to the error e (see Fig. 4).
Problem 1. Given a decimation pattern M, find the optimal filter K˜ that mini-
mizes
J(K˜) := ‖Tew(K˜,M)‖∞ = sup
w∈L2
w 6=0
‖Tew(K˜,M)w‖2
‖w‖2
. (5)
3.4. Computation of Optimal Filter. To solve Problem 1, theH∞ norm ‖Tew(K˜,M)‖∞
has to be evaluated. By using the fast discretization method, we can approximately
obtain the optimal K˜ with arbitrary precision.
First we introduce useful properties [1] for computing the optimal filter.
Lemma 3. Let τ be a positive real number, and Pc a continuous-time linear time-
invariant system. Then Dτ (Pc) := SτPcHτ is a discrete-time linear time-invariant
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wn w e enSh/nHh/n Tew(K˜)
Figure 5. Fast discretization for Tew(K˜,M).
[
G11 G12
G21 0
]
K˜
Figure 6. Block diagram for discrete-time H∞ optimization.
system. The state space realization is given by
Dτ
([
A B
C D
])
=
[
eAτ
∫ τ
0
eAtBdt
C D
]
. (6)
Lemma 4. Let n be a positive integer and P a discrete-time linear time-invariant
system. Then Ln (P ) := LnPL
−1
n is also a discrete-time linear time-invariant
system. The state space realization is given by
Ln
([
A B
C D
])
=

An An−1B An−2B . . . B
C D 0 . . . 0
CA CB D . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
CAn−1 CAn−2B CAn−3B . . . D
 . (7)
In particular, for a scalar d ∈ R and a matrix D ∈ Rp×q we have respectively
Ln (d) = d · In, Ln (D) = blockdiag(D, . . . , D︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
). (8)
Using these lemmas, we can obtain a discrete-time, linear and time-invariant
system whose H∞ norm approximates ‖Tew(K˜,M)‖∞ with arbitrary precision.
Theorem 2. Assume that L = mh, where m is a non-negative integer. Then there
exists a sequence of linear time-invariant discrete-time systems {Tn(K˜,M)} such
that
lim
n→∞
‖Tn(K˜,M)‖∞ = ‖Tew(K˜,M)‖∞. (9)
Proof. We first approximate continuous-time signals w and e (see Fig. 4) to discrete-
time ones via a fast sampler Sh/n and a fast hold Hh/n (see Fig. 5). Let Gn be the
system from wn to en shown in Fig. 5. Then we have
Gn = Sh/nTew(K˜,M)Hh/n
= Sh/n
{
e−mhs −HhL
−1
M K˜ELMSh
}
FHh/n
= z−mnSh/nFHh/n − Sh/nHhL
−1
M K˜ELMShFHh/n.
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Now apply the operators Ln and L
−1
n to Gn. Using the identities [1, Chap. 8]
Hh = Hh/nL
−1
n H, Sh = SLnSh/n,
where
H := [1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
]⊤, S := [1, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
],
we obtain
LnGnL
−1
n = Lnz
−mnSh/nFHh/nL
−1
n − LnSh/nHhL
−1
M K˜ELMShFHh/nL
−1
n
= G1,n −G2,nL
−1
M K˜ELMG3,n,
G1,n := Ln
(
z−mnDh/n (F )
)
,
G2,n := H,
G3,n := SLn
(
Dh/n (F )
)
.
(10)
Note that since Ln and L
−1
n are isometric operators (with respect to H
∞ norm),
the above transform preserves the norm, that is, ‖Gn‖∞ = ‖LnGnL
−1
n ‖∞. Then
we apply LM and L
−1
M to LnGnL
−1
n again to obtain
LMLnGnL
−1
n L
−1
M = LM (G1,n)− LM (G2,n) K˜ELM (G3,n)
=: Tn(K˜,M).
This system is a discrete-time linear time-invariant system. The convergence prop-
erty (9) is shown in [18]. 
The proof of Theorem 2 gives a design procedure of the optimal filter K˜. The
procedure is as follows:
(1) Compute G1,n, G2,n, and G3,n given in (10) by using the formulae (6), (7),
and (8).
(2) Compute G11 := LM (G1,n), G12 := −LM (G2,n), and G21 := ELM (G3,n)
by using the formula (7) and (8).
(3) Solve the standard discrete-time H∞ optimal control problem depicted in
Fig. 6 to obtain the optimal filter K˜.
One can also download the MATLAB codes for obtaining the optimal filter K˜
through the web-page [20].
Note that the fast-discretization ratio n is chosen empirically. In many cases,
n = 4 or 5 is sufficient. A theoretical relation between the number n and the
performance is analyzed in [16]. Note also that the order of K˜ is proportional to n
since the order of the plant is proportional to n. However, the filter is stable, and
can be approximated by an FIR filter [17]. In many cases, the impulse response
of the optimal filter decays rapidly and the filter can be approximated almost
irrespectively of n. See also our example in Section 5.
3.5. Implementation. Once the filter K˜ is obtained, we can interpolate the deci-
mated signal (↓M)x by
K(↑M)(↓M)x =
(
L−1M K˜LN
)
(↓M)x
There is however another simpler way to implement the interpolation system,
by using a multirate filterbank, see Fig. 7. In this filterbank, Φi1(z), Φi2(z), . . .,
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zi1
zi2
ziN
↓M
↓M
↓M ↑M
↑M
↑M Φi1(z)
Φi2(z)
ΦiN (z)
+
+
Figure 7. Nonuniform filterbank.
+
↓3 ↑3 Φ1(z)
Φ2(z)↑3↓3z
Figure 8. Nonuniform filterbank (M = [1, 1, 0]).
ΦiN (z) are obtained by the following equation:
[Φi1(z), Φi2(z), . . . ,ΦiN (z)] =
[
1, z−1, . . . , z−M+1
]
K˜(zM ).
Figure 8 shows an example of a nonuniform filterbank when M = [1, 1, 0].
4. Optimal Decimation Patterns
As shown in the previous section, if the decimation pattern M is given, we can
numerically find the H∞ optimal interpolation for non-band-limited signals in FL2
via the fast sampling method. In this section, we consider designing the decimation
pattern M.
We observe that there exist several decimation patterns with the same decimation
ratio M/N . Consider M = 3 and N = 2. Then there are three patterns of
decimation: M1 = [1, 1, 0], M2 = [1, 0, 1], and M3 = [0, 1, 1]. These are essentially
the same except for one- or two-step delays, that is,
z−1(↑M2)(↓M2) = (↑M1)(↓M1)z
−1,
(↑M3)(↓M3)z
−1 = z−1(↑M1)(↓M1).
On the other hand, when M = 4 and N = 2, there can be a difference. In this
case, the essential patterns are M = [1, 1, 0, 0] and M = [1, 0, 1, 0]. What is the
difference between these two?
To see the difference, consider the following problem: find the optimal decimation
pattern(s) with the same ratio, in view of the ability of signal reconstruction for non-
band-limited signals in FL2. More precisely, we formulate the problem as follows.
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Problem 2. Given the decimation factors M > 0 and N > 0, find the optimal
decimation pattern M which minimizes
J(M) := min
K˜
‖Tew(K˜,M)‖∞
= min
K˜
sup
w∈L2
w 6=0
‖Tew(K˜,M)w‖2
‖w‖2
.
(11)
Since M is finite (that is, M and N are finite), this problem can be solved by
optimizing (5) (
M
N
)
=
M !
N !(M −N)!
times. Note that this is an upper bound of the number of optimization. Counting
the exact number is known as a necklace enumeration problem, which is solved by
so-called Po´lya enumeration theorem [19].
5. Design Examples
In this section, we show design examples. One can examine the simulation below
by the MATLAB codes provided in the web-page [20].
5.1. Optimal Filter Design. We design the optimal filter K˜ (or Φi1(z),. . . ΦiN (z)
in Fig. 7). The design parameters are as follows: the decimation pattern is M =
[1, 1, 0], the sampling period h = 1, the reconstruction delay L = 6 (see Fig. 4).
The transfer function of the original signal model F (s) is set to be
F (s) =
1
10s+ 1
. (12)
The fast-discretization ratio is empirically chosen as n = 4, which is sufficient for a
good performance.
For comparison, we adopt the method of the Hilbert transformer [14, 13] as
a conventional one. Note that this method is based on the sampling theorem,
assuming that the original analog signal is fully band-limited up to the frequency
ω = 2pi/3 (2/3 of the Nyquist frequency pi). Note also that the conventional filter
requires very large delay (L = 61.5).
Figure 9 shows the Bode plots of the designed filter Φ1(z) in the multirate
filterbank implementation in Fig. 3. Since the conventional theory requires to
perfectly cut off the frequency response beyond the frequency 2/3pi (rad/s), the
resulting filter shows a very sharp decay beyond this frequency. On the other hand,
our filter shows much slower decay. To see this difference, we show in Fig. 10 the
frequency responses of the error system Tew(K˜,M) in Fig. 4. The conventional
interpolation shows a large error in high frequency, while the sampled-data H∞
optimal interpolation shows a flat response.
To illustrate the difference between these frequency responses, we simulate in-
terpolation of a rectangular wave. Figure 11 shows the time response. The con-
ventional interpolation causes large ripples, while our interpolation shows a better
response. This is because the rectangular wave has high frequency components
around the edges, and our interpolation takes account of such frequency compo-
nents. Figure 12 shows the absolute errors. We can see that our response shows
smaller errors than the conventional design.
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Figure 9. Bode magnitude plot for the filter Φ1(z) by H
∞ opti-
mal design (solid) and a conventional design (dots).
Table 1. Optimal value J(M) for M = 4 and N = 2
Decimation Pattern J(M)
0.2293
M = [1100], [1001], [0110], [0011]
0.1529
M = [1010], [0101]
5.2. Decimation Pattern Analysis. Here we find the optimal decimation pat-
terns for given decimation ratioM/N . The sampling period is assumed to be h = 1.
The transfer function F (s) is given by (12). The reconstruction delay is set L =M
(the length of M).
First, Let M = 4 and N = 2. In this case, the essential patterns are M =
[1, 1, 0, 0] and M = [1, 0, 1, 0]. Table 1 shows the optimal value J(M) defined in
(11). We can see the difference between the two patterns with the same decimation
ratio. This result shows that the pattern M = [1, 0, 1, 0] (or M = [0, 1, 0, 1]) is the
better, which is equal to the uniform decimation ↓2.
We then consider when the segment length M = 5. Table 2 shows the result.
By this, the optimal value J(M) depends on the position of the zeros in M, not
depends on the number of the ones in M. For example, although the pattern (F)
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Figure 10. Frequency response: proposed (solid) and conven-
tional (dots).
Table 2. Optimal value J(M) for M = 5 and N = 1, 2, 3, 4
Pattern J(M) Pattern J(M)
0.3813 0.2303
(A) (D)
0.3062 0.1536
(B) (E)
0.2303 0.1536
(C) (F)
retains more samples than the pattern (E), the optimal values are the same. This
fact shows that a lower ratio of decimation (or compression) does not necessarily
lead to a better performance. In other words, not only decimation ratio but also
decimation pattern plays an important role in signal compression.
Table 3 shows the optimal J(M) whenM = 7 andN = 4, that is, the decimation
ratio is 7/4. In this case, there are 5 essential patterns (A) to (E). We can see that
the best pattern is (E). We can also see that J(M) depends on the maximal number
of the consecutive zeros in M (we here call this the consecutive number).
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These results shows that the optimal value of J(M) depends on the consecutive
number and not on the number of retained samples. By this observation, we can
make a hypothesis that the optimal decimation pattern M is the pattern in which
the zeros are the least consecutive. In other words, the most uniformly distributed
pattern is the best. In view of this, the block decimation introduced in [8] cannot be
optimal. Note that the hypothesis does not detract from the merit of nonuniform
decimation; if the ratio M/N is non integer, nonuniform decimation is inevitable.
6. Conclusion
We have proposed an interpolation method of nonuniform decimation for non-
band-limited signals. To design the interpolation system, we adopt the H∞ norm
of the error system. We have shown that the optimization can be efficiently ex-
ecuted by numerical computation. We have also considered designing decimation
pattern with the H∞ optimal performance index. Design examples have shown the
effectiveness of the present method. A theoretical proof for the hypothesis given in
Subsection 5.2 remains an open question.
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